Understanding the French Yellow Vests Movement through the lens of mixed methods
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FMSH
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en raison des conditions sanitaires liées au Covid-19, l’accueil du public en présentiel n’est pas autorisé
Programme

14h-14h15 Accueil et introduction

14h15-15h45 SESSION 1 (Chair: EMMANUELLE RENGOAT Univ. Montpellier/CEPEL)

How the YVM challenges social movements studies and assumptions about contentious politics

- "How political are Yellow Vests' Ecologies?"

ALIX LEVAIN Univ. de Brest/CNRS/AMURE/
CHRISTÈLE DONDEYNE Univ. de Brest
YANN LE LANN Univ. de Lille

- "Gender, a useful category of analysis for the Yellow Vests Movement/ Male standards of behaviour and women's involvement in the Yellow Vests Movement"

JEAN-BAPTISTE DEVAUX Sciences Po Lyon
MARION LANG Univ. Saint-Etienne
ANTOINE LÉVÊQUE Sciences Po Lyon

- "Family as a vehicle for mobilization. The Yellow Vests Movement in France"

ANTOINE B. DE RAYMOND INRAE, GRETHA

14h55-15h15

SIMON PERSICO PACTE/IEP Grenoble
MAGALI DELLA SUDDA CNRS/Centre Émile Durkheim
EMMANUELLE REUNGOAT Univ. Montpellier/CEPEL

Discussion : OLIVIER FILLIEULE CRAPUL /Univ. Lausanne
SESSION 2 (Chair: MAGALI DELLA SUDDA CNRS/Centre Émile Durkheim)

Understanding a social movement through various quantitative analysis: the case of the Yellow Vests Movement

16h00-16h20

"We are the people. Addressing the French Yellow Vests populist attitudes and views on democracy through mixed methods"

CAMILLE BEDOCK CNRS/Centre Émile Durkheim
FRÉDÉRIC GONTHIER IEP Grenoble/PACTE
TRISTAN GUERRA IEP Grenoble/PACTE

16h20-16h40

"Shedding light on the Yellow Vests Movement through its spatial dimension, from the gathering places to the origins of the participants"

PIERRE BLAVIER CNRS/CLERSÉ
ÉTIENNE WALKER Univ. Caen/ESO

16h40-17h00

"Gathered in their diversity. Understanding the social and political dynamics of the Yellow Vest's mobilization"

JEAN-YVES DORMAGEN Univ. Montpellier/CEPEL
LAURA MICHEL Univ. Montpellier/CEPEL

17h00-17h30

Discussion: AMY G. MAZUR Sciences Po Paris/LIEPP/ Washington State University
Programme

17h45-19h15  SESSION 3 (Chair: AMY G. MAZUR Sciences Po Paris/LIEPP/ Washington State University)

Social movements as stepping stone to politicization

17h45-18h15  "Becoming political while avoiding politics: A study of Yellow Vests First-Timers"
EMMANUELLE REUNGOAT Univ. Montpellier/CEPEL
FRANÇOIS BUTON CNRS/ENS Lyon

18h15-18h35  "From the roundabout to the City Council"
MAGALI DELLA SUDDA CNRS/Centre Émile Durkheim

18h35-18h55  "Live-streaming as engagement in the Yellow Vests Movement"
OLIVIER BAISNÉE IEP Toulouse/ LaSSP
ALIZÉ CAVÉ IEP Toulouse/ LaSSP
CYRIAC GOUSSET PhD Student IEP Toulouse/ LaSSP

18h55-19h15  Discussion: NINA ELIASOPH University of Southern California